
Kaul Petrone was an award-winning driver for the Scheat 
Hover Derby before the HPG network went dark and Katana 
Tormark issued her call for those loyal to the dream of 
the Dragon’s strength and created the Brotherhood regiment. 
Katana’s proclamations and vision of a bold new age for the 
Dragon touched Kaul despite his removal by two generations 
from House Kurita’s Draconis Combine. Sold on what was, 
in effect, a fabricated heritage of honor to the Draconis 
Combine, Kaul put away his racing gear and donned a 
combat helmet.

  His well-honed skills behind the wheels of 
racing hovercars put him in good stead during 
his accelerated warrior training, and landed him his own 
solo Tamerlane Strike Sled. It was his reckless daring 
and blind luck, however, that elevated him to the rank of 
gunsho and put him in command of a lance of such vehicles. 
Many in the Brotherhood view Kaul as a maverick, a man who 
sees the battlefield as another race to be run by simply 
being faster than his opponents. They point to his average 
gunnery skills as proof that all he knows how to do is 
speed around and make himself a distraction to the enemy.
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Commentary
The speedy Tamerlane Strike Sled is a combat 
hovercraft based on the same hit-and-run principle that made 
lighter, “flying gun” designs like the Savanna Master so 
popular in their day. As older designs began to phase out 
during the Word of Blake Jihad, however, the Tamerlane came 
into its own, with both the Capellan Confederation and its 
Magistracy of Canopus allies fielding this heavier, more 
durable attack craft.
  The Tamerlane piloted by Kaul Petrone, serial number 
MOC03TS-0231, originated in a Canopian factory, and came 
with an extended-range medium laser. During one of his first 
engagements with the Brotherhood, Kaul sustained heavy damage 
to the Tamerlane’s turret while trying to dodge fire from a 
Highlander Zeus. Difficulty in obtaining the necessary parts  
for repairs resulted in a downgrade to the standard model 
laser, so Kaul has now redoubled his efforts to perfect his 
expertise in fast, evasive maneuvering.

Record No
FE-111-02VEHICLE: TAMERLANE STRIKE SLED

Serial Number: MOC03TS-0231
Mass: 20 tons

Movement Type: 
  Hover
Power Plant: 
  Magna 155 Fusion
Cruising Speed: 
  129.6 kph
Maximum Speed: 
  194.4 kph
Armor: Maximillian 43
Armament:
1 Diverse Optics 
  Type 2 Medium Laser
1 Marklin Mini 
  SRM 2-Pack




